The presentday spiritual concept is built from a substitute idea

which is not the truth. Not the true spiritual being, but the substitute
one. With such doctrines, there has to be a substitute God because to
use rituals on the true God as they are today, there would be no :need to
wait 'for the end. Truth would end it now.
RETRIBUTION. To make known the acts or events or deeds that harmed favoring one side, having fixed attitudes unresponsive
to persuasion or influence required by the nature and circumstances to the acts or events or deeds. The tribute is to be paid by the
nation or country in money or other valuables to the injuried.
HEY! WAIT A MINUTE ANCIENT! WERE NOT THAT BAD. WE STILL HAVE THE HOLY
GHOST!
True!! Ghost is a German word meaning SPIRIT. However, as presented
spiritually, HOLY GHOST has a separate existence and above THE GREAT SPIRIT
As presented, GHOST has a separate existence from SPIRIT. If' one was _to try
and count the number of religions started among Aboriginals around the
world on the word GHOST, it staggers human imagination. This separation
of GHOST and'SPIRIT has also separated SPIRIT from GREAT SPIRIT each
having a separate existence. The number' of religinns started by the word
SPIRIT among; the civilized cannot be counted because hundreds begin new
each day. So, HOLY GHOST has done more harm then good.
THINK YOUR REAL SMART DON'T YOU ANCIENT! TELL ME WHY GREATOR DOES
NOT APPEAR IN THE BIBLE? "
I thought you’d never ask! True! CREATOR does not appear in the Bible.
It was substituted for an Old English word or one used by the Ancients
of Britain: GOD, meaning let evil take its course.There's even a word
in Old English for the GHOST(Gast)rneaning one who writs. The word SON
is another Old English expr‘ession(Sunu)meaning a male descendant of a
country.
ï like the OH@ Phrase: FATHER, SON, and HOLY GHOST. FATHER is Still
another Old English word or expression(Fœder)mczanìng: _A Substitute Leader
of people, who is not a DRAGON(old english)(Chieí` of a white tr‘íbe)and

